End-User License Agreement (EULA)
LICENSE AGREEMENT
All rights reserved for Shoviv software Pvt Ltd.

What will be your agreement for the license?
It is official and particular legal agreement for Shoviv software Pvt. Ltd. and you. The
mentioned terms and conditions are to clear all the ways to use Shoviv software Pvt Ltd.
Accepting our terms and conditions is quite mandatory if you want to be an authorized
person and use our software. In case, if you don’t agree with our terms, you are not liable to
use, copy, distribute and install any of our software.

Term and conditions:
To use, copy, install and distribute any information of our software, you must check every
terms mentioned below:

 Scope of License
The permitted copy of the software application is only allowed to be used.

 Single workstation program
Under this section, you must understand that Shoviv software applications can be used only
at single computer, or by a single user at single geographical location. You are not liable to
use and install our software applications at multiple computers.

 Multiple workstation programs
There are few applications has been developed by Shoviv and can be used & installed on
multiple computers, however number of computers will be particularly defined and one
should not cross the limit to use such applications. With authorized number of computers,
the software applications can be used, shared, and distributed easily.

 Multimedia File Authorization
The cerebral rights for all connected multimedia files will be reserved by licensor and
publisher. And all these rights will be applicable over video, audio, and other programming
images. All those licensed users can enjoy the rights for personal usage only.

 Authorization
Shoviv software applications include advanced algorithms and features for protecting them
against any unauthorized accessibility or reproduction. The copies for backup of data
should be only one; and should not be generated for multiple copies.

 Activation
To activate any software application, you need Online Activation key and Order number
which you get with purchase package. In case you face problems with the activation key,
you are requested to contact our support team at support@shoviv.com
The offline and online keys are crucial assets for our company to keep entire information
safe and confidential. One is not permitted in any circumstances to share online and offline
key for any software to any third party.

 Restrictions
Shoviv has all rights reserved and never granted to any user. No one is allowed to “modify”,
“lease”, “decompile”, “translate”, “disassemble”, “reverse engineer”, and “to get the
programming source code” of applications.

 Legality statement
The licensed mode of any software application from Shoviv is only for sole users and you are
authenticated as one and only legal owner for that. You are authorized to perform any legal
act with the software application which you have bought in licensed mode.
In case any illegal use of software has been found, then you will be the one to answer for it.
No one is granted to use any password, files, or recovered data for any unwanted and illegal
purpose.
If any criminal act with software will be noticed, Shoviv Software Pvt. Ltd. will take strict
action against them.

About Shoviv Software Pvt. Ltd.
The license of Shoviv Software Pvt. Ltd. says all about the understanding, agreements,
arrangements, purchase orders, related joins, replacements, and subject matters. The user
will have to oblige for all the purchases of software applications by Shoviv. Shoviv never
provides any waiver on software purchase until or unless the website itself shows any
current offer.
Copyright © Shoviv Software Pvt. Ltd. All Rights reserved and are not given to anyone else!

